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ABSTRACT

THEORETICAL AND OBSERVATIONAL ASPECTS OF COSMOLOGICAL INFLATION

This thesis piles up the results of five works in the field of cosmological inflation, inflationary cosmological perturbations, cosmic microwave background (CMB) and weak gravitational lensing of cosmic microwave background.

A simple single field phenomenological model of inflation – the mutated hilltop inflation, has been presented. The presence of infinite number of terms in the Taylor series expansion of the inflation potential makes the mutated hilltop inflation attractive and accurate at the same time.

A brand new way to modify the consistency relation, by taking into account the direct effect of scalar field evolution in estimating observable parameters at the time of horizon exit, has been discussed.

Also, the inflationary cosmological perturbations of quantum mechanical origin have been studied from a different perspective. The complete wave-functions for the inflationary cosmological perturbations (both scalar and tensor) have been derived by solving the associated Schr¨odinger equations. The wave-functions have then been used to derive a cosmological analogue of the Berry phase which may serve as a complementary probe of inflationary cosmology.

With a phenomenological Hubble parameter the quasi-exponential models of inflation have been discussed, using Hamilton-Jacobi formulation. After constraining the model parameter from the theoretical as well as observational ground, we confront quasi-exponential inflation with WMAP–7 data using publicly available code CAMB (Code for Anisotropies in the Microwave Background). The observable parameters are found to fair extremely well with WMAP–7 data.

The analysis also predicts a ratio of the tensor to scalar amplitudes that may even be detected in near future. Finally, weak gravitational lensing in the context of CMB has been discussed. A simple method to extract the unlensed, intrinsic CMB temperature and polarization power spectra from the observed (i.e., lensed) data has been proposed. Using a matrix inversion technique, we demonstrate how one can reconstruct the intrinsic CMB spectra directly from the lensed data.

The delensed spectra obtained by the technique are calibrated against CAMB using WMAP–7 best-fit data and applied to WMAP–9 unbinned data as well. In principle, our methodology may help to subtract the E-mode lensing contribution in order to obtain the intrinsic B-mode power.

